Strawberry Hill Skatepark Expansion
Bainbridge, WA
Continuous flow around the Skatepark.

Bottom right Pocket of pump track height was increased to 6’+ and pool coping added to make it a catcher’s mitt style pocket to accommodate the elevation change coming down the pump track.

Ferry Ledge height to be the same as center obstacles at New Seattle Center Plaza.

Manual Pad Squared out and height is small for manual tricks.

Pyramid to be similar dimensions to South Kitsap.

Continuous flow around the Skatepark.

Ledge seating removed and replaced with a bank to complete the continuous flow around the whole park.

Quarter pipes on upper deck to make a ditch style path on the upper deck.
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- BASE BID - 9,976 sqft
- ADD ALT 1 - 2,653 sqft
- PUMP TRACK - 3,528 sqft
- SIDEWALKS - 273 sqft
- VIEWING AREA - 384 sqft
- ROOF - 5,000 sqft
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